
An Architecture for Opportunistic Text GenerationChris Mellish, Mick O'DonnellDepartment of Arti�cial Intelligence, University of Edinburgh80 South Bridge, Edinburgh EH1 1HNEmail: fchrism,mickog@dai.ed.ac.ukJon Oberlander, Alistair KnottHuman communication Research Centre, University of Edinburgh2 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh EH8 9LWEmail: falik,jong@cogsci.ed.ac.ukAbstractIn this paper we describe the architectureof the ILEX system, which supports oppor-tunistic text generation. In web-based textgeneration, the system cannot plan the en-tire multi-page discourse because the user'sbrowsing path is unpredictable. For thisreason, the system must be ready opportun-istically to take advantage of whatever paththe user chooses. We describe both the natureof opportunism in ILEX's museum domain,and then show how ILEX has been designedto function in this environment. The ar-chitecture presented addresses opportunismin both content determination and sentenceplanning.1 Exploiting opportunities intext generationMany models of text generation make useof standard patterns (whether expressed asschemas (e.g. [McKeown 85]) or plan oper-ators (e.g. [Moore and Paris 93])) to breakdown communicative goals in such a way asto produce extended texts. Such models aremaking two basic assumptions:1. Text generation is goal directed, in thesense that spans and subspans of text are

designed to achieve unitary communicat-ive goals [Grosz and Sidner 86].2. Although the details of the structure of atext may have to be tuned to particularsof the communicative situation, generallythe structure is determined by the goalsand their decomposition. That is, a gen-erator needs strategies for decomposingthe achievement of complex goals into se-quences of utterances, rather than waysof combining sequences of utterances intomore complex structures. Generationis \top-down", rather than\bottom-up"[Marcu 97].Our belief is that there is an important class ofNLG problems for which these basic assump-tions are not helpful. These problems all in-volve situations where semi-�xed explanationstrategies are less useful than the ability toexploit opportunities.WordNet gives the following de�nition of\opportunity":Opportunity: \A possibilitydue to a favorable combination ofcircumstances"Because opportunities involve combinations ofcircumstances, they are often unexpected andhard to predict. It may be too expensive orimpossible to have complete knowledge about1



them. Top-down generation strategies maynot be able to exploit opportunities (exceptat the cost of looking for all opportunities atall points) because it is di�cult to associateclasses of opportunities with �xed stages inthe explanation process.We are investigating opportunistic textgeneration in the Intelligent Labelling Ex-plorer (ILEX) project, which seeks automat-ically to generate a sequence of commentariesfor items in an electronic catalogue (or mu-seum gallery) in such a way as to reect theinterest of the user and also to further cer-tain educational (or other) aims. The cur-rent domain of the system is the 20th Cen-tury Jewellery Exhibit in the Royal Museumof Scotland.1 However, ILEX is designed towork with any domain where object descrip-tions are required. The key features of theILEX application are:� The system has an agenda of communic-ative goals to achieve, which reect thegoals of the curators.� The user has the freedom to look at anyobject in the gallery at any time.� The system produces a description ofeach object asked for by the user, suchthat:{ each description contributes as bestit can to the system's goals;{ the sequence of descriptions �ts to-gether into a coherent whole.The result is a variety of mixed-initiativedialogue:� the user is in control of the high-level communicative goal (what gets de-scribed);1The work is in collaboration with the NationalMuseums of Scotland, Interactive Information andVIS Interactive Media.

� the system is in control of how the goalis realised (how the chosen object is de-scribed).In such a dynamically unfolding environ-ment, it is not possible to predict all possiblepaths through the interaction. The systemmust thus be ready to exploit opportunitiesin order to achieve its goals. In ILEX, theuser's arbitrary choice represents a horizonbeyond which is it not practical to predict.Each generated page may be the last one tobe generated and therefore has to be plannedto achieve as much as possible on its own.Moreover, almost any part of the generatedtext can be optimised to exploit the arbitrarysituation that the user has got themself into.2 Opportunities: evidenceand models2.1 Evidence: the goals of a mu-seum curatorA museum curator seeks to achieve generaleducational goals through the description ofa set of carefully selected objects. In gen-eral, the goals are to convey important gen-eralisations (e.g. \Organic jewellery tends tohave natural themes") and to dispel import-ant misconceptions (e.g. \Jewellery tends tobe made of expensive materials"). These im-portant points have to be brought in appro-priately during the description of the exhibitswhich are selected by the visitor.In order to see how a human being tacklessuch complex goals, we performed a \Cur-ator of Oz" experiment, in which we chosean arbitrary sequence of exhibits in the 20thCentury Jewellery gallery of the National Mu-seum of Scotland and asked the curator togive us a commentary. The curator exploitedopportunities of the following kinds.2 Notethat the classi�cation here is only meant to2In these examples, \V" indicates the visitor and\C" the curator.2



be suggestive, and we don't claim that thecategories are entirely disjoint or exhaustive.Introducing general points/themessuggested by the objects. The curatorfrequently moved from the objects tothe general issues surrounding them,using the objects merely as an excuse tointroduce these topics:V: \There's a set of three ob-jects here."C: \What these symbolise forme are the preoccupationsof the 1980's with. . . "Moving to more interesting topicsSometimes the curator indulged in muchmore extensive digressions:V: \It's the su�ragette brooch.Could you tell us somethingabout that? . . . "C: \Su�ragette jewellery is asubject which few peopleknow about. . . The coloursof the WSPU were purple,white and green. . . . Theyhad sliced bread wrapped inthe colours. . . ."Reinforcing a point from the pastWhen an important point has alreadybeen made, an excuse to reinforce it byshowing its relevance in a new situationis exploited:V: \This one here. . . "C: \Yes, you've made a linkwith the �rst piece that welooked at, which is the ideaof a jewel which is also awork of art and a sculp-ture. . . "Linking to previous items Making con-nections to items previously seen helps toimprove the continuity of the discourse:

C: \. . . and it was work likethis which directly inspiredwork like the Roger Morrisbrooch on the stand whichwe looked at earlier."Suggesting future items Although thecurator cannot control the choices of thevisitor, nevertheless they can attempt toinuence them in a way that will openup useful opportunities in the future:V: \. . . object 9. . .Why is thatthere?"C: \. . . That's there becauseI'm quite interested inrefractory metals, whichinclude titanium. . . there'sanother example in thesame case . . . "is nothing like a conventional schema struc-ture to the descriptions produced. The ap-proach looks a lot more like putting togetherarbitrary pieces of interesting material subjectto only very loose retrictions. This may notbe the best way to produce a carefully-arguedwritten text, and clearly the result is not al-ways uent according to stringent criteria. Insome|but not all|respects, it resembles theunplanned discourses discussed by [Ochs 79].Furthermore, in the interactive and relativelyinformal setting of a museum tour, it works.We thus decided that ILEX should have awhole set of goals about things to say. Theseare linked into a single metalevel goal, whichis something like \to achieve as many of theindividual goals as possible, within the spaceavailable, in the context of a globally coher-ent discourse which maintains the reader's in-terest".2.2 Models: planning for opportun-itiesWe discussed above why top-down planningseems an unnatural basis for formulating anNLG model that can exploit opportunities.3



There are, however, other models of planningthat may be more appropriate.ILEX is inspired loosely byideas from opportunistic planning[Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth 79, Pryor 96].Key elements of this are:� Interleaving of planning and execution.� Expanding \sketchy plans" as needed,taking into account the current state ofthe world.� Flexible choice of tasks from an agenda.� Recognition of opportunities through de-tection of reference features, followed bymore thorough analysis.Pryor's work is implemented in PARETO, aplanner for a simulated robot delivery vehicle.The vehicle is given orders to deliver variousobjects to various building sites, and needsto locate these objects at other sites. Thesystem is opportunistic in that while the truckis working on one goal, it is always ready toswitch to another if an object on its �nd-and-deliver list turns up. For example, if the truckstops at one place to pick up a hammer, it maynotice a saw, which is also on its list, and thuspick it up and proceed to its delivery point.Pryor's planning occurs within a limitedhorizon|the robot only has certain know-ledge in regards to the immediate location,and outside of that, the world is uncer-tain (objects are sometimes randomly movedbetween sites in the world).ILEX inhabits a world analogous in certainrespects to PARETO's: each page is a siteon the map, and it is up to us to �nd oppor-tunities for realising our goals at each site.However, while in the truck world the sys-tem is in control of motion to the next site,in the museum, it is the user who choosesthe next page. Conversely, while objects out-side the truck's immediate vicinity may moveautonomously, for ILEX, facts and their val-ues do not change.

Opportunistic planning has similaritieswith a number of other approaches to plan-ning. It shares with incremental planning(used in NLG by [Cawsey 92]) the idea ofstarting to execute a plan before the plan iscomplete, and being prepared to repair thepartial plan in the light of feedback. It shareswith reactive planning the idea of being dir-ected as much by the characteristics of thestate of the world at execution time as bythe pursuit of preconceived goals. However,unlike pure reactive planning it does acknow-ledge the need for explicit plans to be ma-nipulated and it di�ers from many models ofincremental planning in the extent to whichthe original plan can be diverted to exploitthe characteristics of the world at executiontime.3 The ILEX architectureTo show how ILEX supports opportunistictext generation, we will here outline the partsof the system and the operation of its textplanning. Basically the ILEX task agenda ateach point consists of the facts that the systemknows which have not yet been conveyed tothe user. Each of these `tasks' has an oppor-tunity value (its educational value, assumedinterest to the reader and contribution to co-herence). At each point of the discourse, we`perform tasks' (include facts) which providethe highest opportunity gain.3.1 The Text PotentialThe facts of our knowledge base are intercon-nected in various ways, and to facilitate con-tent selection and structuring, we organise thefacts into a text potential { a graph of factsinterconnected in terms of thematic and rhet-orical relations. The text potential is an in-termediary stage between the knowledge baseand text, motivated in a similar way to DRSs[Kamp 81] by the desire explicitly to repres-ent the selection of possible knowledge struc-tures that can be reected linguistically. Most4
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RELATIONSFigure 1: The Text Potentialof the text potential is precompiled, thoughsome aspects of the text potential change dy-namically and have to be computed on de-mand.As Figure 1 shows, the text potential formsa three-tiered structure of entities, facts andrelations. There are links between items inadjoining tiers, but no links within a tier orbetween entities and relations. We now dis-cuss the three tiers in turn.3.1.1 EntitiesEntities are the participants in facts (thingsand qualities in terms of Penman's UpperModel). Entities may be of two kinds: spe-ci�c entities { such as an individual jewel orperson; and generic entities { an entity repres-enting some class of entities, such as Scottishjewellers, or art-deco brooches. Generic entit-ies are treated essentially in the same way asspeci�c entities in the text potential, for pur-poses such as the tracking of focus, anaphorgeneration, and so on.3.1.2 FactsFacts represent the relations between entities,in both events (e.g., X made Y), and states(e.g., X owns Y). In ILEX, we have assumedthat all facts are binary (simple relationsbetween two entities), e.g., made-by(J-9999,King01) represents the fact that the designerKing made item J-9999. The binary as-sumption simpli�es our architecture, allowingquicker text generation. At a later stage, wemay allow more complex fact-representation.

Complex sentences can be formed through ag-gregating together these binary facts.Each fact has the following �elds:3Pred : The name of the predicate connectingthe two entities.Arg1 : The entity in the relationship whichthe fact is primarily about. For instance,\J-999 was designed by Jessie King" isprimarily about J-999, not about King.Arg2 : The other entity in the relationship.This is sometimes another thing (such as\Jessie King") and sometimes a quality.Various other �elds exist which detail thepolarity, defeasibility, interest, importanceand assimilation of the fact. Facts repres-enting general principles or negations of gen-eral misconceptions are expressed using gen-eric entities and can be included in a text justlike any other facts.3.1.3 RelationsRelation nodes represent relations betweenfacts. Although based on conceptual rela-tions, they qualify as rhetorical in that onlythe subset of relations that could explicitlybe conveyed is included in the text potential.Relations include e.g., Example, Concession,Ampli�cation, Similarity, Contrast and \Inthat". Each relation has a nucleus and satel-lite (as in RST) as well as a set of preconditionfacts, which must be assimilated before the re-lation can be. There are no relations betweenrelation-nodes in the text potential at present.Relation-nodes only link fact-nodes.Relations in the text potential present auniform interface as nodes connected to factsin the graph but are implemented by special-purpose procedures of varying complexity.3Another type of fact node is used to containcanned text. The canned text is usually about asso-ciated with the focal object of the text, and no Arg2�eld is provided.5
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Figure 2: The Concession RelationFigure 2 shows a small sub-graph of the text-potential, showing two Concession relationsbetween facts.3.2 Content DeterminationILEX plans a single page of text, describ-ing a single entity, at a time. The text po-tential represents the information we can ex-press, and the interconnectivity of informa-tion. When we receive the resquest for an en-tity description, the planner sets that entityas the global focus of the current page. Op-portunistic planning then commences. Thefacts directly connected to that entity repres-ent opportunities: the system can coherentlyinclude these facts in the text. If any of thesefacts are actually selected, then new oppor-tunities are created in two ways:� Entity-based moves: From the fact,we go to the argument which we didn'tenter the fact from. We then select anew fact reachable from this node. SeeFigure 3. If we followed the Arg2 roleof a fact, then we are in a sense select-ing a new focus (local focus). The factswe generate about this entity should havethe new entity as the focus. Thus in theexample, King becomes the Theme of thesecond sentence. Sentences introducedusing entity-based moves can be realisedusing an Elaboration relation to the start-ing fact.An entity-based move from an individual

entity to its generic class entity can bemade once the appropriate \isa" fact hasbeen selected:This item is an organic jewel.Organic jewels tend to be . . .� Relation-based moves: from the ini-tial fact, we follow a relation-node tosome new fact. The new fact will be real-ised textually as a satellite to the originalfact's nucleus. The type of the relation-node will determine the rhetorical rela-tion of the link. See Figure 4.Once we select a new fact in either ofthe ways described above, the new fact mayact as the starting point for new opportun-istic expansion. Alternatively, we may de-cide to backtrack to some earlier point, ef-fecting a focus pop in Grosz and Sidner's[Grosz and Sidner 86] terms.The selection of which opportunity to ex-plore is determined by a number of heuristicfactors. Firstly, facts are weighted accordingto the chain of relations back to the focusof the page [O'Donnell 97]. This is a way ofpreventing lengthly digressions from the sup-posed topic of the text. Secondly, each fact isassociated with numbers which represent theopportunity `value' of the fact. The oppor-tunities are of two kinds:Interest. the estimated value of the fact tothe user, e.g. being made of plastic orpaper are more interesting (to the user),because they are unusual in jewellery.Canned anecdotes about a piece of jew-ellery may also have high interest values.Importance. the value of the fact as regardsthe system's educational agenda, e.g., thesystem considers it important to educateon stylistic development, so facts aboutstyles are rated highly.These values are moderated by a third factannotation:6
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Figure 4: A Relation-Based MoveAssimilation. the degree to which the fact isassumed known to the user, either fromgeneral knowledge, or through prior men-tions in the web interaction (these valueschange dynamically).These three values, interest, importanceand assimilation are taken together to calcu-late the opportunity value of each fact, whichis used together with the evaluation of thechain of relations to select which textual op-portunities to follow. We have no specialtheory about where interest and importancecome from, though the above examples sug-gest that there may be domain- and user-type-speci�c rules that can be used to derive someof them.In summary, content-determination inILEX is seen as the task of optimising theselection of opportunities that are o�eredby the topic of the text, subject to notmoving too far from that topic. The res-ult of content-determination is a connec-ted subgraph of the text potential (Figure
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RELATIONSFigure 5: Result of Content Determination5). The use of interest and importance inILEX is analogous to the use of \salience"in [McDonald and Conklin 82]. Because theprocess is seen as a graph traversal prob-lem, there are also similarities with workon generating text from semantic networks[Simmons and Slocum 72, Sibun 92]. In asense, our work aims to combine the best ofboth.3.3 Text PlanningAlthough the process of content determina-tion has worked through a number of moves7



that may be made in the generated text, theresult is not the kind of tree structure thatone needs for realisation and also has beeninuenced only by local considerations of co-herence. Text planning therefore requires thefollowing two steps:1. Extend the subgraph to a complete sub-graph that includes all the relations link-ing the selected fact nodes.2. Produce from this an \optimal" selectionof relations, so as to give rise to an RSTtree including all the selected facts.Once the complete subgraph has been ob-tained, the text planning problem is exactlythat described by [Marcu 97]. The idea ofcombining a set of facts together into an \op-timal" text is also compatible with [Hovy 90]and the earlier work of [Mann and Moore 81].Again this involves exploiting opportunities.For instance, in order to avoid an awkward fo-cus shift at some point, one might attempt toinclude a selected fact about a new entity im-mediately after another one that mentions thesame entity. Other text planning operationsthat are opportunistic in nature include ag-gregation [Dalianis and Hovy 96] and redund-ancy suppression [McDonald 92], though wewill not consider these here.ILEX has been designed in a modular waysuch that each module (processing stage) canbe easily pulled out and a replacement mod-ule inserted. This is true for text planning,where we are currently experimenting with arange of planning algorithms. Again, theseare all opportunistic in nature, rather thanbeing strongly goal-directed or schema-based.We could use Marcu's methods directly, butare exploring more widely because:� We would like to take into account awider range of preference criteria, someof which involve global properties of trees(e.g. preferences based on focus and onsizes of substructures). (Marcu in factuses a global evaluation based on \right

skew" in his work on rhetorical parsing.)We would like to develop global criteriafurther.� We argue elsewhere that entity-basedelaborations are rather di�erent fromother rhetorical relations and thatthe algorithms and representationsshould reect this directly. (See[Knott et al 1998].)� Marcu's approach involves �nding an op-timal solution to a constraint satisfac-tion problem and enumerating all RSTtrees compatible with a given sequenceof facts. We believe that the combinat-orics of this will be unattractive for largeexamples (since constraint satisfaction isintractable in the general case) and wishto investigate heuristic approaches.One of our current text planning algorithmsuses a deterministic procedure to map a se-quence of facts onto a single RST tree anda genetic algorithm to search for a sequencewhose tree is as highly-valued as possible[Mellish et al 1998]. This is not yet integratedwith the main ILEX system, but when run oncontent selected by ILEX produces text planswhich could be realised as texts such as thatshown in Figure 6. Note that for this text therealisation (including aggregation and refer-ring expression generation) has been done byhand, though the ordering and choice of rhet-orical relations is performed by the system.Although there are perhaps some places wherelimited schemas would have helped this text,nevertheless the system has been quite suc-cessful in interleaving more \important" factsabout the designer and the style with factsabout the topic of the text.3.4 ILEX and Opportunistic Plan-ningWith this description of ILEX in mind, wecan explore the analogy with PARETO inmore detail. Where PARETO embarks on the8



This item is made from enamels. It wasmade by King. King was a Scottish designerwho lived in London.This jewel is an Arts and Crafts style jewel.It is a pendant-necklace and was made in1905. This jewel is made from yellow metaland moonstones. It has festoons. This jewelhas an elaborate design: it has oral motifs.This jewel was produced in limited quantityand is an example of craft jewellery. Thisjewel is set with jewels: it features cabuchonstones. It is worn round the neck. This jewelis very exible. Indeed, Arts and Crafts stylejewels are usually exible. Arts and Craftsstyle jewels usually have an elaborate design,feature cabuchon stones, are produced by asingle craftsman and use oval stones.Figure 6: Example output text (realised byhand)execution of a sketchy plan to start movingaround the truck world, ILEX embarks on agraph traversal, starting out from the topicentity and guided by the desire not to digressexcessively. The text potential o�ers optionsto ILEX in a similar way to PARETO's world.In PARETO, reference features indicate pos-sible opportunities; in ILEX this role is playedby the interest and importance annotations.Deeper analysis is required by PARETO be-fore seizing an opportunity; this is probablyanalogous to the way that ILEX attempts to�nd the globally best way of incoporating ma-terial into the RST tree.4 ConclusionsAn opportunistic planning algorithm seems tobe required for the ILEX domain (and someother domains too). ILEX certainly does havegoals { to educate the user and keep them in-terested. But these are essentially compiledaway into the content of the text potential(e.g. the entities and general facts that are
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